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abouT horTulus Farm FouNDaTIoN

The Hortulus Farm Foundation, a 501c3 not-for-profit foundation, was founded in 2000 to ensure that Hortulus Farm 
remains a place of public respite and reconnection in perpetuity.  All tour fees and nursery sales go directly to The Foundation 
to fund the preservation of the gardens and the running of the nursery.  A member of Greater Philadelphia Gardens since 2008,  

Hortulus Farm was honored in 2014 by being made 
the second only affiliate garden in the history of  
The Garden Conservancy, the nation’s most important 
garden preservation organization.

The FouNDers

In 1980, following many years of multiple owners, 
reversed fortunes, and neglect, Hortulus Farm was 
acquired by renowned garden designer Renny Reynolds 
and noted garden author Jack Staub.  That same year, 
the restoration of the buildings and institution of the 
gardens were begun.  The Hortulus Farm Foundation 
was created in 2000 to ensure that the property will 
continue to exist as a public place of tranquility and 
horticultural inspiration in perpetuity.



 ear Friends of Hortulus Farm,

We call Hortulus Farm Nursery a connoisseur’s nursery because our mission is simple:  to offer you the rare and unusual in every 
category.  We pride ourselves on our collection of unusual topiaries and standards in an assortment of sizes from tabletop specimens 
to 4’ diameter balls, a broad array of specialty exotics and tropicals, unusual perennials and shrubs hardy in Zone 6, and our signature 
frame-trained and caged column specimens.  We believe the caged column form (approximately 4½’ tall x 2’ in diameter) is unique 
to us and we offer a fantastic variety of Begonias, Lantanas, Durantas, Geraniums, Lochromas, and Anisodonteas cultivated in this 
manner.

Our perennials are available in 2-quart, 1-gallon, 2-gallon, and larger sizes and we also carry a really unusual and extensive 
selection of perennial groundcovers for both sun and shade – an unbeatable alternative to high maintenance lawns.  From 8’ tall 
Solandra standards and Pelargonium ‘Crystal Palace Gem’ columns to ‘Buddha’s Hand Citrus’ and ‘Crinkle-leaf Creeper’ (Rubus 
calycinoides), we are constantly striving to create a nursery experience you will want to return to again and again.  To receive a price 
list to correspond to this catalog of plants, please email us at hortulus1@gmail.com.

We’ll whet your appetite here with some of these varieties and forms but, as our stock is ever growing and changing, what we really 
encourage you to do is pay us a visit and view our specialty plants firsthand in our greenhouses and outdoor beds, as well as in the 
gardens.  All nursery sales (as well as tour fees) go directly to The Hortulus Farm Foundation to run the nursery and preserve the 
gardens for future generations, so we thank you in advance for your vital support.  We do not ship plants but we are happy to deliver 
them to you for an additional fee based on mileage.  Also, please note that we are happy to store your tender outdoor plants over the 
winter and/or lease greenhouse space in the cold months to those interested.

If you would like to learn more about our mission at Hortulus Farm, please visit the Foundation page on our website, hortulusfarm.com.  
For more information on visiting the gardens, or for location use or site rental for weddings and events, please visit the Gardens 
link.

We look forward to welcoming you at Hortulus Farm!

Jack & Renny



horTulus Farm garDeN map 
1 Nursery & parking  2 peony Walk  3 birch allée  4 shady stream Walk  5 Woodland Walk  6 yellow garden  7 The hollow  8 French 
garden  9 Cutting round  10 Kitchen garden  11 herb gardens  12 edible rooms  13 Fruit border  14 perennial borders  15 pool garden  
16 summer borders  17 pine & Dogwood allée  18 specimen arboretum  19 Crabapple orchard  20 mediterranean garden  21 urn garden



horTulus Farm is the ancient seat of the Thompson and Warner families, and an original 
William Penn land grant of 1690.  The Isaiah Warner house, the classic stone home that centers 
the property, was built between 1723 and 1793, and was added to the U.S. Registry of Historic 
Places in 2004.  Two immense dairy barns as well as other outbuildings were added in about 1860 
and the property was worked as a significant dairy operation by the original owners’ descendants 
right into the 20th century.

The garDeNs:  Hortulus Farm’s 100 acres of gardens, 
although based in part on English models, are decidedly 
American in personality, the farm’s pure and profoundly 
American architecture being their inspiration.  Gracious 

greenswards and meandering paths, passing between ponds and over bridges, loosely connect more than 
20 individual gardens that surround the “village” of buildings at the center of the farm.  These include a 
breathtaking woodland walk, lush perennial and summer borders, dramatic allées, a spectacular potager, 
Mediterranean and topiary gardens, and a stunning pool garden, all suitably enhanced with statuary, 
follies, and water features.

The TourINg seasoN:  Hortulus Farm is open 
from May to November, Tuesday thru Saturday, for open 
touring, and to groups of eight or more for guided tours by 
appointment.

loCaTIoN use:  Hortulus Farm is available for location 
shooting for photography or filming year round.  Please consult 
the Gardens link of our website for fees and information.

The Nursery sCheDule:  Hortulus Farm Nursery is open twelve months of the year.  
Please call (215) 598-0550 for seasonal hours.
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This South African native boasts glossy deep green 
undulating leaves and pretty pinkish white star-shaped 
flowers.  With its stout trunk it can be shaped to create 
spectacular bonsai forms.  An excellent, easy care tropical 
growing to about 12” tall.

Crassula arboresCens undulatifolia

ripple Jade plant

All specimen plants come in terracotta pots, as shown here.
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A charmingly compact houseplant with tiny, eye-
catching, round leaves splashed with white and pink, the 
tri-coloring intensifying in bright light.  No need for 
showy flowers on this always-decorative plant!  Grows 
well in average to cool temperatures and full sun.

piCea miCrophylla ‘Variegata’
triColor artillery fern
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A great houseplant as well as being hardy to USDA 
Zone 8.  Slow growing with beautiful, thick, three-lobed 
leaves.  Prefers shade to partial shade and planting 
in well-drained soil.  We also offer Pyrrosia lingua var. 
lingua, corymbirra, and polydactyla along with Adiantums, 
Blechnums, Athyriums, Dryopteris, Equisetums, 
Nephrolepis, Osmundas, and Woodwardia ferns. 

pyrrosia hastata

felt fern
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We grow these dramatic epiphytic ferns in pots rather than 
on wall plaques so that they can be more easily enjoyed in a 
residential setting.  An unusual and virtually carefree plant for 
the horticultural novice.  Needs humidity in the winter, which 
can easily be accomplished by regular spraying.

platyCerium bifurCatum

staghorn fern
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We are mad for Abutilons and grow many varieties in many different forms:  as topiaries 
to 5’ tall, in natural, loose shrub shapes, and as our signature caged columns (about 4½’ 
tall x 2’ in diameter).  Best grown in full sun to light shade indoors and part sun outdoors 
in the summer.  Allow to dry out between watering.  Some of the other varieties we grow 
are:  megapotamicum, pictum ‘Souvenir de Bonn,’ hybridum ‘Voodoo,’ hybridum ‘White,’ 
hybridum ‘Tiger Eye,’ hybridum ‘Biltmore Ballgown,’ hybridum ‘Lucky Lantern,’ and hybridum 
‘Victorian Lady.’

abutilon striatum aureo-maCulatum

Variegated peaCh abutilon or Variegated peaCh flowering maple
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A great succulent for a pot or hanging basket.  One of a huge 
selection of succulents and cacti in our outstanding collection.

rhipsalis neVes armondii
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A Zone 9-11 tropical with thick, gray, succulent leaves 
in a rosette formation that have a beautiful lavender 
to pink tinge.  Coral color blossoms appear in spring 
or late summer.  The purplish metallic blush stays 
fairly consistent throughout the seasons.  We also grow 
perennial Echevarias for gardens in the northeast.

eCheVaria perle Von nurenberg
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A thick-stemmed heirloom variety with bronze 
spiraled leaves and a really interesting structure.  
Just one in our vast collection of Begonias grown 
in a variety of sizes as well as in our signature 
caged columns.

begonia hybrid  
‘Careless whisper’
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This is our idea of the perfect pink in a flower!  And in addition 
to its show-stopping blushing blossoms, this cultivar also exhibits 
an exceptionally strong growth habit.  We grow these as tabletop 
topiary standards along with a large range of other Fuchsia 
varieties.

fuChsia pink galore
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A dramatic woody shrub native to Madagascar with large gray-
felted triangular leaves to 14” long and wide.  Makes an interesting 
sculptural and textural addition to any plant collection.  We grow 
many other varieties of Kalanchoes, all known for their vibrant flowers 
and easy care.

kalanChoe beharensis

elephant’s ear kalanChoe
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A gorgeously striking yellow Sedum groundcover 
hardy in USDA Zones 3-9.  A very colorful 
addition to a rock garden or edge of border with 
exceptionally easy maintenance.  Loves full sun and 
well-drained soil.

sedum rupestris

‘lemon ball’ golden stoneCrop
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begonia  
‘Confederate pride’

Boasting beautiful green foliage and vivid pink 
flowers, this Begonia is another perennial favorite 
in our extensive collection.
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A beautiful and thornless Agave-like plant perfect for a 
container-grown focal point in any garden.  Makes a truly bold 
statement with its wide yellow to white stripes 
vivid against dark green, strap-like foliage.  
Sun to part shade in USDA Zones 9-11.  
Drought tolerant.

fuCraea foetida mediopiCta

false agaVe
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A tropical trailing plant that we grow as distinctive topiary plants in 
many different sizes.  Not generally well-known, this elegant houseplant 
is easily grown if given good light and not overwatered.

Coprosma x kirkii Variegata
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This shrub-type Begonia has large, fuzzy, felted leaves 
and is exceedingly easy to grow.  Blooms intermittently 
with lovely white flowers adding to the interesting zig-zag 
structure.  Likes to be moist with filtered light and some 
sun in winter.

begonia ‘san miguel’
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A striking addition to our large collection of Begonias, 
‘Caravan’ is a snap to grow when given a bright window.  
Even low humidity and neglectful watering will not 
adversely affect it.  In case you hadn’t noticed, we’re 
crazy for Begonias and are justly proud of our extensive 
collection and range of sizes.

begonia ‘CaraVan’
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This showy soft pink and white geranium dates back to 1870.  
It is an abundant grower with large, delicate pink, rose-like 
flowers.  Our parent plant came from the legendary collection 
of Diana Wister.

pelargonium  
‘apple blossom rosebud’
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A delicate, peach-flowered impatiens with an attractive 
mounding habit that will bloom all summer.  The soft peach 
color is a truly luscious addition to any garden.

impatiens  
‘fusion peaCh frost’ Variegated
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A sprawling, slow-growing succulent with reddish 
stems and cream and green ¾” leaves.  Easy to grow, 
it makes a great Bonsai specimen or a dramatic 
addition to a hanging basket.  Full sun to diffused 
light; water sparingly.

portulaCaria afra ‘Variegata’
rainbow bush or Variegated elephant food
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daVallia feJeensis

rabbit’s foot fern

This temperament-free houseplant gets 
its name from the furry rhizomes that grow 
on top of the soil and often over the 
sides of the pot.  Bright light with regular 
watering and occasional fertilization is all this wonderful plant 
needs to grow successfully.  We also grow the very rare ‘Bear’s Paw Fern’ – Aglaomorpha meyeiana - which 
is exceedingly hard to find and also makes a wonderful and striking houseplant.
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Having recently landed on the “must have” horticultural scene, 
this amusing little gem has absolutely enchanting curling foliage, 
making it a visual feast even without its pretty yellow flowers.  Ample 
sunlight and good drainage will make this plant a true horticultural 
showstopper in your collection.

albuCa spiralis

frizzle sizzle plant
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Another virtually care-free houseplant, this exotic from 
Africa requires similar care to Clivias, i.e., bright diffused light 
and low water in winter.  Sporadic blooms may appear at any 
time of the year.  We also grow Haemanthus multiflorus, now 
re-classified as Scadoxus multiflorus, an even more dramatic 
bloomer than albiflos.  As well, we offer variegated, yellow-
flowering, and the more common orange-flowering Clivias.

haemantheus albiflos

paint brush
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This succulent geranium is cultured for its interestingly sculptural 
thick trunk and branching habit that takes on a Bonsai interest when 
grown naturally.  The very small, narrow, finely-cut foliage is gray 
green and dense.  The cream colored flowers have a red dot at the 
center and are borne on tall stalks above the foliage.  A exceptionally 
easy-to-grow exotic.

pelargonium dasyCaulon

stork’s bill geranium
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A member of the Solanaceae (potato) family, 
this sun and water-loving constant bloomer 
thrives in the heat.  We also grow it as 
topiary standards, natural bush shapes, 
and in our signature caged columns.  A 
cousin of Brugmansia or ‘Angel’s Trumpet,’ which we also grow in many varieties 
and sizes.  Please be forewarned:  both are toxic when ingested.

ioChroma Cyaneum ‘royal purple’
sorCerer’s tree
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A vigorous and striking Acanthus with white margins 
and splashings on the deeply cut leaves.  Gorgeous, 
tall, pink and cream flower spikes appear in summer.  
Hardy in USDA Zones 7–10.  Part to full shade and 
moderate water.

aCanthus ‘whitewater’
Variegated bear’s breeChes
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Another in our extensive collection of Abutilons or ‘Flowering Maples’ 
which we grow as topiary standards or caged columns.  This is a rich and 
elegant deep red flowering variety.

abutilon 
hybrid red
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Hibiscus are really the showgirls of tropical blossoms:  big, bright, and 
lavishly blooming.  Give them full sun and adequate water and watch 
them shine!  We grow many varieties like this one as standards.

pink hibisCus
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A large-growing Alocasia with beautiful, very dark green pointed 
leaves with white veins.  Loves bright shade and plenty of water.  This 
is a real showstopper of a container plant in the northeast, some 
growing to 6’ tall!

aloCasia

‘longiloba magnifiCa’
giant taro
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Elegant single, slightly ruffled, vibrant red flowers bloom against brilliantly 
variegated foliage randomly splashed with white.  Full sun to light shade 
outside in summer and high light inside in winter.  We grow this plant as 6’ 
tall topiary standards and smaller tabletop standards.

hibisCus rosa-sinensis  
‘snow Queen’ Variegated
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We train and braid this tropical evergreen vine into stunning topiary 
forms.  Green and white variegated leaves are purple when first emerging, 
turning white with age.  Its gorgeous ‘Cup of Gold’ flowers are 6-8” 
long golden trumpets striped with purple and exude a lovely vanilla-like 
fragrance, particularly in the evening.

solandra maxima Variegata 
Variegated Cup of gold
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A culinary classic does double duty as a handsome topiary.  Our Hortulus 
Farm Nursery team prides itself on finding the most classic, durable, and 
interesting frames on which to grow a variety of unusual plants, like this 
Rosemary.  Being a Mediterranean native, Rosemary officinalis like a sunny, 
well-drained situation.  We also offer the prostrate variety of Rosemary.

rosmarinus offiCinalis  
on a topiary frame
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This English ivy twists and turns around a 5½’-6’ spiral frame, creating a 
spectacular specimen plant from a classic vine.  Though fast growing, this 
dramatic, frame-trained topiary takes years to create.

hedera helix x  
‘Variegated glaCier’
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Another variegated ivy on a classic topiary frame.  Some of the other 
plants we grow on these frames include Muehlenbeckia axillaris (Wire 
Vine), various Mandevillas, Passifloras (Passionflowers), Stephanotis, 
Hoyas, and Vigna caracalla (Corkscrew Vine).

hedera helix  
‘godChild’
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Another tropical ‘Flowering Maple’ boasting red flowers with yellow skirts and 
vibrant green-slashed-with-yellow foliage.  We grow these fascinating plants 
as topiary standards and in hanging baskets, which is a brilliant way to enjoy 
their dangling flower bells.

abutilon megapotaniCum
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We fell in love with this prolific bloomer many years ago and have been growing 
it in many forms since.  Constant-blooming with evergreen leaves and soft pink 
flowers with yellow centers, it likes sun to part shade and shuns overwatering in 
the heat of summer.  We grow this lovely plant in many configurations:  tall single 
and double balls, short single balls, columns and cones.

anisodontea x hypomandarum

afriCan mallow
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We grow Bougainvilleas spanning the flower color spectrum from pure white to 
white and pink, pink, red, purple, orange, and variegated.  We offer these prolific 
bloomers as topiary standards, bushes, our signature caged columns, and in 
hanging baskets.

bougainVillea
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abutilon piCtum

‘souVenir de bonn’
Variegated flowering maple

A lovely tropical shrub from Brazil, which we grow as a standard in a variety 
of sizes.  The white and green variegated foliage makes a stunning foil to the 
showy, bell-like apricot flowers veined with red.  Blooms all year with full to part 
sun and regular watering.
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This tender, woody vine provides a non-stop bounty of huge, trumpet-
shaped white flowers with golden throats, complimented by handsome 
dark green leathery foliage.  A pair make absolutely stunning 
punctuation points for a pool or terrace area in summer.

mandeVilla boliViensis

white dipladenia
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This profusely-flowering Lantana produces flower heads that are pure 
white with the barest hint of yellow at their centers.  We grow this Lantana 
as 6-8’ tall topiary standards, our signature caged columns, in hanging 
baskets, and as tabletop topiary standards.

lantana montiVidensis ‘alba’
white trailing lantana
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This very ornamental citrus is either profusely in flower or fruit in every 
season.  The flowers are enticingly fragrant, and the prolific fruit, charmingly 
miniature in scale, make a fantastic marmalade!  Hardy to USDA Zone 9 
and easily grown as a houseplant with sufficient sun.  This is only one of the 
many varieties of citrus we offer, including Meyer lemons, Valencia oranges, 
variegated lemons, Key limes, and grapefruit.

Citrus mitis

Calamondin orange tree
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A brightly yellow-flowering Lantana.  We grow yellow, white, 
lavender, and confetti Lantanas as 8’ topiary standards, 
smaller topiaries, in hanging baskets, and as our signature 
caged columns (shown at right).

lantana Camara

yellow lantana
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With stunning glossy green foliage that emerges tinged with red, this 
plant is perfect for training into classic topiary forms, bonsai, or pom-
pom shapes.  Easily grown inside and out in a northeast summer, this 
plant is perfect for tabletop decoration or larger scale garden focal 
points in containers.  Loves water and bright diffused light to full sun.

eugenia myrtifolia (syzgium)
australian brush Cherry
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‘Crystal Palace Gem’ was first introduced in 1869 and named 
for Joseph Paxton’s legendary glasshouse in England, and has 
been a garden stalwart ever since.  Variegated foliage with rich, 
salmon-colored blossoms and a long blooming period are just 
two of the reasons for its popularity.  This example is another of 
our signature 4½’ x 2’ caged columns, although we grow it, and 
many other Geraniums, in many other forms and sizes.

pelargonium  
‘Crystal palaCe gem’
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This wonderful plant is prized for its profusion of white blossoms 
for extended periods of time and its ease of care.  Blooms best 
in pots in full sun with low to moderate water and regular 
fertilizing.  We grow this beauty as 6’ topiary standards, 4-5’ 
tall and wide bushes, and caged columns.  A superb plant for 
decorating pool areas and terraces in summer.

plumbago auriCulata ‘alba’
white plumbago, Cape leadwort
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This vigorous upright shrub, boasting single, long-tubed, brick red 
flowers and dark bronze-red leaves and stems, tolerates the heat 
of our mid-Atlantic/northeast summers better than most other 
fuchsias.  A great, all-around container plant growing to over 3’ 
tall.  Prefers part shade and medium moisture.  (Pennoyer Newman 
planter available and sold separately.)

fuChsia ‘gartenmeister bonstedt’
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If you like blue flowers in the garden as much as we do, you will love our 
blue Plumbagos grown as tall topiary standards, huge 4’ balls on frames, 
or large and small sprawling, profusely-flowering container plants.  Also 
known as ‘Skyflower’ for that gorgeous shade of blue almost impossible to 
find in any plant! (Pennoyer Newman planter available and sold separately.)

plumbago auriCulata
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